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No.6/1/2007-Admn.II
To

Dated: 3.5.2012

All Directors/Director-in-charge of
ICMR Institutes/Centres

Subject:-
Sir/Madam,

Clarification regarding RRs for Technicians and other posts in new Technical cadre-

The Council is receiving letters from Institutes/Centres as well as associations regarding
eligibility of erstwhile Laboratory Attendants who were earlier eligible for promotion to Laboratory
Assistant (now Technician 'B'). This issue was discussed in the Council and in order not to affect their
existing career growth for promotion to Technician 'B' a provision has been made in the new RRs
under rule 6(3), issued on 10.2.2011 for Technical Cadre, to make earlier Laboratory Attendants (re-
designated Attendant Services) with Matric qualification and certificate course or experience of
Laboratory work in specific discipline to be eligible with 11 years of residency for promotion, subject
to their fulfilling the EQs for the post, to the post of Technician' B'.

2. Similarly earlier Attendants in technical stream (re-designated as Attendant Services) who
were being promoted to Technician' A' would continue to be eligible for promotion to Technician' A'
posts under 25% promotion and 25% LDCE quota, provided they possess Matric qualification and
have 5 years of experience of animal house keepinglLaboratory work. The details of amendment in
respect of Para 1 and 2 are available under Para 6(3) ofthe RRs sent to you earlier on 10.2.2011 and
also available on the ICMR website. o'

3. All other Attendants Services would be eligible for three MACP only as per VI-CPC
guidelines.

4. Also queries are received whether candidates with higher qualification are eligible for the
posts advertised. It is clarified that answer is yes and such candidates may be given opportunity to
compete w~tPother candidates.

Yours faithfully

Q)~i_'
--JS/1L--

(Bharat Bhushan)
Administrative Officer

For Director General
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Copy to:

1. PS to DG
2. PS to Sr. DDG(A)
3. PStoFA
4. All Heads, Technical Divisions, ICMR
5. ADG(A)
6. All Sr. AOs/Sr.ACOs/AOs/ACOs
7. IRIS Division for placed on ICMR website.
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